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Sophs To Start
Target Practice
In Gym Classes
By NORMAN WRIGHT
Workmen put finishing touches to
the target carriers of Wooster's rifle
range last Monday while Coach L. C.
Boles inaugurated preliminary train-
ing among the sophomore men's gym
classes for the rifle practice that is to
begin this week. The 50-yar- d regula-
tion range, with six shooting alleys, is
beneath Severance stadium, making
possible all-weath- er shooting. Arti
ficial lighting will make night practice
"also possible.
Only Sophs Allowed
According to Coach Boles the
sophomores, in their organized gym
classes, will be the only ones shoot-
ing since supervision has not yet been
arranged to make general target prac-
tice possible. The planned junior-senio- r
gym classes, which were not
organized because of lack of student
response, would have devoted much
of their time in this rifle training.
When - adequate-supervisi- on is ar-
ranged for a general shoot, the men
will be allowed to use their own rifles,
although repeaters will be absolutely
prohibited, save when used to fire
one shot at a time. Coach' Boles
stressed this rule of safety since re-
peaters are too dangerous in a crowd.
Rifles Obtained'
Six Mossberg rifles, 22 calibre,
10,000 long-rifl- e cartridges, and 10,-00- 0
official targets have been pro-
cured to-car- ry out this defense train-
ing originated by Dean John Bruere
and Coach L. C. Boles. Four of the
rifles are single shot, weighing 814
pounds, which is several ounces light
er than the Springfield rifle. The othsle
er two college guns are repeaters,
shooting a clip of- - five. However, in
compliance with Coach Boles' rule,
.they will be used only as single-sho- t
guns.
E. Z. Ramey, of the Alumni Office,
hinted that perhaps 200 rounds will
be issued to each man to start prac-
tice; with cartridges for further prac
tice to be supplied by the student him-
self. .'
Facts In
Review
By STAN COATES
'HPT ti mpr a r ppn
day: U. S. subs torpedo four Jap
ships . . . German warships which
escaped are immobilized as a result
of bomb and torpedo hits . . . Mac-Arth- ur
makes another sensational
and successful counter-attac- k
. . ,
Soviet troops continue to advance;
encircle 100,000 Nazis ... Down
27 Jap planes at Rangoon . . . .
; Bad: Rangoon will soon fall
SATURDAY ; Jap invasion at-
tempt at Java beaten off temporarily
. . . Kimmel and Short to face court-.- ,
martial, probably after the war.
They're now retired and' getting
6,000 a year. Not bad!
SUNDAY Japs land t3 points
in Java. Four Jap warships damaged
;
. . British raid Le Havre with para-- '
chutists and warships .
. .
U. S. sub
pops up and report Wake Island
looks deserted.
MONDAY Japs 40 miles into
Java already ... 6 to 9 ships in
Atlantic convoy torpedoed . . . .
Burmese kill unarmed British citi-
zens; aid Japan.
TUESDAY Japs advance in
Java, and have 90 merchant" ships
coming to reinforce them ... Gen.
Wavell transferred back to India.
This might mean that the Indies are
as good as gone, and the Allies will
concentrate on holding India.
VICTORY? It is common talk
that the United Nations will organize
an all-o- ut offensive effort to win the
war in some future year. This year
of glory is placedahy 'Where-fr- om
1943 ttTl945. The AxisT however, has
slightly different plans. It would like
to win. the war in 1942, going on the
time-honoreoTtheori-
eT that there's no
time like the present, and nothing
succeeds like success. Of course, all
we Americans have to do is sit back
- and let our vaunted and highly-praise- d
production capacity win the
war for us. The only trouble is that
100 bombers would do more good in
Java now than 1,000 bombers there
next year. .Next year there probably
will be no Java as far as the United
Nations are concerned. It might be
appropriate to point out that France
was organizing her industrial effort so
that she 'could start a great offensive
in 1943. Somehow or other it sudr
denly occurs to me that those plans
won't do France much good.
McCarley, x'42
Located at Air
Training School
Don W. McCarley, x'42, former
business manager of the Index is now
at the United States Naval air station
at Alameda, Calif., where he is study- -
SL'y $'v $ X
DON McCARLEY- -
ing radio engineering. Had he not
enlisted, he would have been business
manager of the Wooster Voice this
year.
In a recent rating of his class,
McCarley was placed in the first 15.
The class will complete the course
within the next few days and the high-es- t
nine will be sent to Annapolis for
more specialized training. Last word
from him indicated that he was "real
ly hoping".
Don attempted to enlist in the air
corps last August and failed to pass
the physical exam because of poor
eyes. Last fall he signed up for the
naval reserve air corps and spent six
weeks in training at the Great. Lakes
Training School. When officers there
discovered his aptitude for radio, he
was sent to Alameda, Calif.
Book Drive Results
Approach 900; Still
Receive Volumes
Nearly 900 volumes were con-tribute- d
to" the " Victory"' Book "cam-
paign, Miss Elizabeth Betchtel, Col-
lege librarian, announced yesterday.
While the campaign is officially end-
ed, books are still being received and
she urges students to continue to give
since the books can always be used.
The general, drive throughout
Wayne County, under the leadership
of Mrs. Eugenia Glenn, head librarian
at the Wooster city library, has re-
sulted in the collection of more than
20 cases of books which will be sent
to soldiers in Fort Knox, Kentucky.
The books contributed," according
to Miss Bechtel, were of all types, in-
cluding histories, biographies, novels,
all kinds of math books and several
foreign language books, principally
French. Fifty to sixty of the con-venientpocketbo- oks
werealso
Conservatory Plays
Host to Students in
Ohio Music Contest
Under the Ohio Music Education
Association, the Wooster Conserva-
tory of Music will sponsor, on Sat-
urday, Mar. 14, the western division
of the Northeastern Ohio Grade
School and Junior High Sehool Mu-
sics Contest for solo, ensemble, band,
orchestra, and chorus. According to
Stanley Davis, chairman, about 1000
students are expected to be brought
to the campus in connection with
the contest. '
Five -- contest" rooms will be run
throughout the day in the chapel,
Taylor, Kauke, and the gymnasium.
Judging the 21 bands and orchestras
will be Mr. Louis Pete of Ashland
high school, Mr. Grove Alexander of
Dover high school, and Cecil Munk
from Baldwin-Wallac- e college. Miss
Ora Belle, music supervisor of Kent
tate university will judge the 48 pi-
ano and voice entrants; Harry Cum-ming- s
of Bellevue high school, the 44
brasses - and - percussion; -- and Urbo
Seppelin, music director of Ashtabula
Harbor high school, the 48 wood-
winds. .The judge for the 1 1 strings
has not yet been named.
The musicT'cohtest ' iff "held' each'
spring, although Wooster has not
been host school for four years.
Juniors Vote to Finance
Prom by Individual Bids
The junior class, at a special post-chap- el
meeting- - Tuesday morning,
voted to finance the Junior" Prom, by
the' sale of individual bids rather
than through- - the payment of class
dues. The prom is scheduled for Sat-
urday night, Mar. 28. By this action
each member of the class now be-
comes responsible for one bid, which
will cost approximately 1.50.
A A i o
Dean Breaks Up
Kenarden Week
) Two Days Early
Because of unprecedented destruc-
tion and1 flagrant disregard for the
rules set down for its procedure, Hell
week
.
was officially declared ended
Friday noon, Feb. 27, by John
Bruere, Dean of Men. The week was
originally intended to close Saturday
night, Feb. 28.
In chapel last Friday the Dean
announced that five buildings
.were
broken into and that, contrary to the
rules agreed upon by the Kenarden
Council for the carrying out of Hell
Week, certain freshmen were required
to obtain live animals.
Hymn Books Damaged
The most destructive of .the acts
done in the shortened Hell Week was
the damaging of the -- hymn books in
Chapel Thursday evening. Entrance
was gained through a side window and
the books were thrown in a pile on the
platform, bending their backs in such
a manner that many were severely
damaged. The lock to the door of the
bell tower. was also forced open and
the bell rope cut.
Entrance was gained to the library
through breaking a basement window
and limburger cheese was smeared ov-
er several radiators. Earlier Thurs-
day evening the library was forced
to close at 9 o'clock because of the
chickens which were thrown in the
windows. The Greek letters from one
of the sections were painted on the
front steps.
Little'sOfficeJnvaded
The library, however, wasn't the
only building to suffer from limburger
cheese. Miss Little's office in Hoover
as also invaded. A door in Kauke
was broken open and a lock hasp
torn from another door in the build-
ing. A window lock was jimmied to
gain entrance to Scovel.
To assare. the enforcement of the
curtailment order all freshmen were
required to sign in and out with their
Douglass hall counsellors and indi-
cate where they could be reached both
Friday and Saturday nights.
Y, M. Confers on
Vocational Work
i The Y. M. C. A. is sponsoring a
meeting to inform college juniors and
seniors of the professional opportuni.
ties open to. them in the " Y. at ' a
conference that will be held in Co-
lumbus Mar, 6 and 7,
This conference is held each year
at this time to give students an idea
of what the Y has to offer in voca-
tional work. Haines Reichel will at-
tend the conference as Wooster's rep-
resentative. Anyone else who is inter'
ested in Y. M. work should get in
touch with Bob West immediately f
At last night's meeting of the Y,
Dr. Jacoby spoke before a large gath-
ering in Douglass lounge on Home
and Marriage Relations. He was the
second speaker of the series which will
be continued for the rest jof the
Completes "The College Album", Color Day Scenario
kk'A A i
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Supporters Circulate
May Queen Petitions
Nominating petitions for May
Queen, are being circulated this week
on the campus for the elections that
will be held next week. The primary
election will be held next Tuesday,
Mar. 10, in the Student Senate room
in Kauke between 8:30 a.m. and 3:30
p.m. The finals will be held Friday,
Mar. 13. "
Petitions have been circulated for
five candidates from the junior class.
They are: Maryalice Cremeans, Le-no- re
Dunlap, Lynne Lincoln, Betty
Lockwood, and Gloria Parker.
The nominating petitions must
have 100 signatures to place the can-
didate on the ballot. This method of
nominating the May Queen is new
this year and is under the Student
t
Senate plan of nominations for all
elections held under their sponsor-
ship;
Nominating petitions for May
Queen must be turned in to either
Jerry Stryker, Student Senate Presi-
dent, or John Smeltz, elections chair-
man, by chapel time Monday , morn-
ing, March 9.
ii ii - i in r T-"-- -"--Tir nnf-'Wil- iii i iiiiJ
The script for "The College Album", 1942. Color Day scenario, is now being worked out in detail by Julia
Brockman, (above) iu author, assisted by Jean Hudson. . '
The theme consists of a boy and a girl looking through a photograph album which "recalls to their minds
the outstanding events of their-fou- r years in college. These events will be enacted on the athletic field. Four of
the scenes will b the freshman mixer, a serenade, the band, and a bonfire scene. Courtesy Daily Record.'.
Quartet Continues Co-o- p Series
Vv 7
The celebrated Busch String Quar-
tet will be presented this evening in
the college chapel as the fourth in,
the season's Cooperative Concert ser-
ies, under the auspices of the Woos-
ter Federation of Music. The pro-
gram will begin at 8:15.
The quartet, founded in 1,913 by
t h e reknjpwned violinist, Adolph
Busch, has attained world-wid- e recog-
nition 'as one of the finest of ensem-
bles, everywhere acclaimed for extra-
ordinary musical maturity and per-
fection of performance.' The Busch
Quartet has presented over a thousand
concerts since its formation, with the
first American tour in 1932.
All members of the quartet, Adolph
Busch, first violin; and his brother,
Hermann Busch, cello; Karl Doktor,
viola, and Gosta Andreason, second
violin are foreign-bor- n musicians
Concert Association
Launches Drive For
'42-'4- 3 Membership
By GRACE OHKI
"Despite the financial pressure of
war time and the 10 per cent tax,
levied for the first time on operas
and all concerts, the American public
is not dropping its enthusiasm for
fine cultural entertainment." With
this encouragement from Mr. J. E.
Boomer, representative for the Co-
operative Concerts Association, the
membership campaign for the 1942-194- 3
music ' season w a officially
launched Monday, Mar. 2, at a din-
ner meeting of all officers, directors,
and campaign solicitors of the Woos-
ter Federation of Music- .- .
The annual" one-wee- k membership
campaign for the music series, now
under way, is being met with favor-
able response, according to solicitors'
reports turned in at the Federation
of Music headquarters today. The
drive, to continue until this Saturday,
Mar. 7, is headed among the student
body by George Mulder and Jean
Stratton.
Increased Interest
The response substantiates further
Mr. Boomer's observations regarding
similar drives in all parts of the
country: "The war has
.
increased
double-fol- d the interest in music and
thefeeling of need ' for distraction
from the stress of the times. Even in
war-tor- n Europe Berlin, Leningrad,
and London," he says, "Music halls
are constantly packed."
"We are fighting war to preserve
the American way of life, and con-
certs are but one phase of this life.''
Remembering this, the Wooster Fed-
eration of Music is continuing its
contribution to the community in
bringing world-famou- s artists for en-
joyment and entertainment. "
Roll Closes Soon
As in the past, the Association,
organized on the membership basis,
closes its membership list for the year
at the end of the week campaign.
The members upon payment of the
annual dues are entitled to attend all
concerts presented by the Association
without additional expense. No single
(Continued on Page 4)
t erm Announces
Summer Tuition
Tuition rates for both semesters of
the summer session have been estab
lished at 156.50, and for .a single
semester at j(78.25, according to Prof.
Vergilius Ferm, dean of the session.
For five hours, or less, the cost
will be $10 per credit, plus laboratory
feesT-practi-ce teaching andhealth
fees. Laboratory fees have been set at
5 per course for one term. Practice
teaching fees will be 10.
, Babcock hall will be the dormitory
for women students attending sum-
mer school and Douglass hall will
likewise -- be used for men.
'.f'f'
who have been in the United States
since the outbreak of the war.
The program to be played this eve-
ning by the Busch Quartet includes
the Beethoven "Quartet in C major,
opus 59, No, 3"; a Prelude by Adolf
Busch, Langstroth's "Intermezzo on
Indian Melodies", Roger's "Scherzo",
and !'Fugue"L Filial selection will be
the Mendelssohn "Quartet in D ma-
jor, opus 55, No. 1."
Woolcott Satire
Plays Mar. 13-1- 5
The Kappa Theta Gamma produc-
tion of "The Man Who Came to
Dinner", .a Kauffman-Har- t comedy,
will be presented in Scott auditorium
Thursday,- - Friday, and Saturday-ev-ning- s,
Mar. 13-1- 5. Tickets will go on
sale Friday, Mar. 6, in Kauke hall at
1:30 p.m.
The comedy, patterned after the
idiosyncrasies of the well-know- n Alex-and- er
Woolcott, deals with the actions
of a famous author and lecturer,
Sheridan Whiteside (Paul Gruber),
for the six months following his slip
on the ice in front of the Stanley's
home where he has been invited for
dinner before a lecture. The love in-
terest centers around his secretary,
Maggie Cutler (Alice Neff) and Burt
Jefferson (Harry, Bigelow), a typical
small-tow- n newspaperman, and the
third in the "eternal triangle", the
ambitious, vain, scheming vamp, Lor-
raine Sheldon Virginia Lee)
.'
Whiteside's famous and unusual
friends who send equally Unusual
gifts for consolation insure plenty of
laughs.
The mummy case which figures in
the latter part of the play is being
constructed by Lois Lambie, who is in
charge of scenery.
"I had some difficulty in finding
a model from which' to make the
(Continued on Page 4)
Placement Director
"Announces Summer
Work Information
Men interested in summer camp
counselling, Boy Scout work, or work
on
"
a Dude Ranch, " may call at the
Placement Office for more informa-
tion it was announced by Arthur F.
Southwick, placement director.
Any girls interested in nursing are
invited to see Miss Cornelia Erf of
the Frances Payne Bolton School of
Nursing in Babcock hall on Monday
afternoon, Mar. 9 between 3:30 and
5:00. .
FroshToHold
Debate Tryouts
Tryouts for the frosh debate teams
which will debate against the sopho-
mores in the near future, will be held
Monday, Mar. 9. This was announced
by Professor Emerson Miller at the
regular meeting of the Freshman De-
bate cIuTTIast Monday night, Mar72.
All freshmen interested in trying
out should sign up in the speech of-
fice by noon on Friday, Mar. 6. These
applicants will then prepare a five
minute speech on either side of the
subject to be debated: "Resolved that
civil liberties and freedom of speech
should be restricted for the duration
of the war."
sThe program ' last Monday eve
ning consisted of a debate on the
Subject;; "Resofvedr-th- ar Wooster
should return to a system of na-
tional fraternities and sororities." The
affirmative stand was taken by Tom
Lykos and Marge Page. The negative
was supported by Kenny Cohen and
Elliot. Nach'tman. No decision was
awarded.'
Index Receives"
Second Hearing
On Pay Dispute
Annual Staff Protests Cut
Given Business
Manager
Acting upon strong protests of
the Index staff over the new salary
plan, the Student Senate, at a spe-
cial meeting after chapel Tuesday
morning, voted to reconsider iu ac-
tion of Feb. 23, and to give the Index
another hearing.
The protest was raised by the year-
book members because they were not
consulted directly on the proposed,
change, and even their adviser, Ed-- '
ward S. Peck, head of the Art de
partment, knew nothing of the plan.
Manager's Salary Cut
Section five of the new plan was
the subject of the dispute. The sec-
tion reads as follows: 'That whereas
the business manager and editor of
the Index are nowi being paid the 1
same fixed salary of 250 dollars for
considerably different amounts o f
work, the salary of the business man
ager be set at a two to five ratio with
the salary of the editon"
Other changes called for revised
salaries for the editor and business
manager of the Voice and the third
recommendation was that in the fu
ture, payment of the stage crew for the
Gum Shoe Hop will be discontinued.
Editor Receives $150
The Voice editor wiU henceforth
receive a fixed salary of 150 dollars.
At present he receives the surplus
cash after all other debts have been
cleared. The business manager of the
Voice will receive a salary at a one
to three ratio to that of the editor.
amounting to 50 dollars. A further
approved recommendation was that
the salary of the treasurer of the
Senate be lowered to 25 dollars.
The special hearing, which will take
place before a senate investigating
committee, is scheduled for the near
future. Erdine Maxwell is chairman
of the investigation committee.
Bathgate Urges
Long Armistice"
After This War
That there should be a long arm
istice preceding a post-wa- r peace, at
tended by the establishment of a free
German government and the reestab-
lish ment of the League of Nations,
was suggested by John Bathgate in
his thesis on a cost-wa- r twar rA
before Congressional club, Monday.
Mar. 2.
Concerning the long armistice, Bath
gate stated that no war Could be
brought to .a successful conclusion
without its stirring up hate for the
enemy. 'The countries allied against
the
.
Axis, he said, "would demand
a peace of retribution if the treaty
were signed immediately following the
close of the war. We learned from
Versailles that such a peace will not
last. A cooling-of- P period of about
a1 year before the final peace settle
ment would make the countries con-
cerned much more willing to offer a
just, peace. , :- - -
In defense of a free German gov
ernment Bathgate argued that such
a step would bolster the morale of
people under Nazi regime who have
no sympathy for Hitler's policy.
German Club Gives
Recorded Broadcast -
"Americans All Immigrants AIL"
a dramatic radio broadcast sponsored
by the United States Office of Edu
cation, will be presented to the mem-
bers of the German" clubhand their
--
.j. --,,t ;
Mar. 9 at 7 p.m. in lower Babcock.
,Thia program, which, describes. Gar-- --
mans in the United States is one of .
a series of 26 broadcasts spotlighting '
thfceantributions of various culture
grocps to the economic, social, and
political development of this country.
The recordings dramatize the
achievements of outstanding immi-
grants from the time of Von Steu-
ben at Valley Forge, to Carl, Schura,
Steinmetr,the scientisr,mp ttr the
more modern Theodore Thomas and
Walter Damrosch, ' famed musicians.
Together with the Office of Educa-
tion, these recordings were planned
and presented by Columbia Broad-
casting System and the Service Bureau
for Interculturat Education.
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On Hell Week
Dean of Men, John Bruere,
WHENterminated Kenarden Week, scattered
grumblings among the men students
were heard, but they soon , subsided when the
basis for such a doing was well-know- n. No
man in authority in similar circumstances
could or would have done otherwise.
Dean Bruere was betrayed by the men of
the college engaged in "Hell Week" activi-
ties. Only a few days before the initiation
period began, he spoke to the college faculty
and outlined to them innumerable reasons
why Kenarden week should be continued. The
men knew this! The faculty agreed to allow
the continuance of this tradition on the campus
which in many other colleges the size of
Wooster had been discarded as being out-- '
--
moded.-The men knew this!, '
All Dean Bruere asked of the men in re-
turn was that they follow a prescribed set pf
"conservative" rules, conservative in that the
rules asked the freshmen not to enter college
buildings after being locked, that specimens
and apparatus were not to be pilfered from
the . labs, and that the Ohio Agricultural Ex-
perimental Station was to be exempt. The
rules were distributed to every freshman man
and to many of the upper-classme- n. The sheet --
appeared imposing at first sight, so probably
many of the pledges failed to read the regula-- :
tions which were laid down for the week.
But the point is: they were published to be.
read and observed, something which the sec
tions if they had any control over their fresh-
men should have enforced. Dean Bruere had
to discontinue initiation . activities for which
he alone had obtained permission because the
fellows failed to keep their half of the bar-
gain, because they violated almost every regula-
tion, many times.
There is no reason for. continuing this post'
: mortem, but- - no college student in his right
. mind coulcTwilfully set-ou- t todestroy prop-
erty and steal, for that is what happened dur- - --
ihg Kenarden week, in the name of fun. Cer-
tainly hone of the participants in such "fun"
can see eye to eye with that statement and it
will be criticized, but in the sight of the law
any person that picks locks and enters build- -'
ings forcibly, "borrows" pigs, chickens, ducks,
etc and damages property belonging to others
could be arrested and sentenced to several
years imprisonment. The fact that several
Wooster menrduring: theirnightljr jaunts" to"
far away places were shot at by angry citizens
for more than trespassing is inconsequential.
If, "Hell Week" is to be continued next
year, we would Idee to push a recommendation .
already suggested that definite action be taken
by the Kenarden council immediately to for-
mulate a set of regulations to be observed next
year. These nSeTslwuIdH7m3isive, shortT
.
and to the point. If violated, instead of the
entire M. S. G.' A having to suffer by having
initiation exercises discontinued, the college
and M.S.G.A. should ferret out the violators
and impose heavy fines!
Take Care
mention should be made of the ac- - "
SOMEtiye part that Dr. George W. "Jacoby,
college medical director and Nurses Miss
Venman, Miss Johnson," and Miss Boyden have
taken inmaking Wooster students more health.
. conscious. Since Dr. Jacoby s arrival On the
! campus last fall, a vigorous campaign has been
launched, mainly through Dr. Jacoby s weekly
articles on health that appear in the Voice, "in
order to see that students take full advantage
of the facilities at their disposal in the college
hospital.
There are too many students in every edu-- .
cational institution who feel they are "getting
soft" if they run to the college hospital every
time they get a head ache or stomach pain,
pfcrjacoby discounts this and has emphasized
many times the importance of going to Hygeia
hall any time the student feels illness coming1
on. "Pain is nature's way of letting individ- -
uals know that something is wrong." Few in-
stitutions have better equipment with which "
to care for the sick than does Wooster; stu-den- ts
should take advantage of their oppor
.
tunities to insure good health which is so
necessary.
.
BY GLENN BRYAN
I took advantage" of the abbreviated Hell
Week to go home last week-end- , "After
bouncing around on the bus for many weary
hours I finally realized why they call them
Greyhounds they stop at every fence post.
Maybe the weather man is 'just trying to
confuse the Japs.
When the lib' was closed early last Thurs
day the Shack was packed to 'capacity. Would-
n't be surprised to see Bill Shack throw a
chicken through the window every night.
Comment on Muskingum game: Whew!
One of the big objections to initiation in the
jpast was that lepless nights, hours in the
'cold, and over-exertio- n were detrimental to the
freshmen's health. This year's Hell Week was
stopped because it was too hellish. Result:
Frosh feeling fine, about five faculty and ad-
ministration in bed.
MEMOS from
the DATE BOOK
' By JUNE WHITMER
Ah sprig 1 Id's ZQ lovely pud, whadwidjhe
beaudiful snow-bank- s and I " blusdery March
- wids. (Hereupon the speaker blows his nose
vehemently and continues with a rather ether-ea- l
air), Ah sprig! Whad is zo rare az (and
is interrupted by a violent sneeze) whad is zo
rare az (another sneeze) oh phooey, (snif-
fle) who cares aboud sprig, anyway? -
Ah yes, Leo roared in, a day late per-
haps, but
.
nevertheless didn't hesitate to let
us know he actually arrived. Let us hope that
the latter part of the proverb will prove as
true, also, and that the sacrificial lamb will
imbue the-las- t of this month with warm
Zephyrs and a general reincarnation of new
life and ideas.
Keeping right in stride with the weather
and assimilating it as a decoration theme, are
the "400" of Northern Beall Ave. the ladies
of BABCOCK who will regally flaunt their
colors Friday night, in FORMAL dress par-
ade. Tommy Van will toot the royal salute and
8-1- 2 will prevail for the reign of all in
Babcock basement.
'' And teeing off alongside, at eight, are the
HOLDEN ANNEX girls, displaying great
form (to be taken .with' a' grain oft salt) in
- FORMAL style, also. Their dates will be
wafted through. this cosmopolite affair in a
- metamorphosedgynuiasiuni, .which will
- depict the skyline of a big city, avec les
propres , skyscrapers, and distinctly reek of
Manhattan atmosphere. Soothing, smoothy
strains of lilting jive will emit from Vic Day's
organization and putting home will be at 12.
Saturday proves the day of play for most
pf us, but unfortunately for the Voice staff,
their tea dance has been-cancelled- , and so
they will have to conserve that frustrated en-erg- y
until evening, when that-ever-opportun- e
ALL-'COLLEG- E VIC DANCE popsAip. to
fill up that vacuum in Babcock basement with
j that particular throng pf humanity, so close
to all our hearts, kn0wnlhels
Time: 8-.l- l.
But b and behold, our "babes 'in the woooV',
nee Freshmen --under the : leadersKp andUixec-- "
tion. of Don Meisel, strike up a chord on the
harmonica and call all youse lazy varmints of
Dogpatch to be on the watch, for it's SADIE
HAWKIN'S DAY and the women are a
feudin' for their dates to the affair. It's to
be a rustic, riotous, hill-bill- y Saturday night,
so from 8-1- 1, don't miss out on the run, you
'45'ers.'
Would tharIcould,or-coul- d that I --wotald -h-
aye-Tnore' ta chant- - to-yo- u,- in--ord- er that-you-mig- ht
occupy more"of your time in these
earthly pleasures, but such is mine fate not
c to create but emboss and advertise, and so
" I bow out in mock seriousness until ah choo!
!"(:!;?' (censored). Ah yes (sniffle) sprig
id here, I guess! . ;
THB WOOSTBR VOICB 8 ' Thuday; March 5, 1942
'CAMPUS CAMERA
.
by A.C.P.
i
I HELEN WRDV UNIVERSITY
5 1 CF KANSAS CbED, RRED fcS
tJ SUCCESSION CNEAfTEWWONi
EX-WE- ST VIRGINIA U. FOO-T- ...
BALL STAR, WEIGHED 22 LBS.
AT BIRTH"
HE CLAIMS TO BE THE THIRD
LARaEST BABY BORN INTHE
UNITED STATES.
E
t i w m m r am i iiiaaaarr rrnw- - t
Lax
BICNDIE ELY,
CARNEGIE TECH
B0XERVVW5 GROGGY
FROM THE PUNCHES tif
TEMPLE'S JOE BUN3A
AND IN A LAST DES
PERATE EFFORT UNLEASHED
ATERR1FIC SWING THAT
KNOCKED REFEREE MORRIS
UNCONSCIOUS FOR. 5 MINUTES.'
.
Mm
Just Ad Libhin g . .
Events -- of the war' continue to be-
come more bewildering every day. At
this point, the start of the fourth
month of our entry into the fray, we
are still very definitely on the defen-
sive. A hasty scanning of the news
headlines gives little encouragement.
The only theatre of the war which
is grossing any profits for our side is
on the European stage housing the
Russian revival of "After Austerlitz".
A Review.
Elsewhere United Nations Play-
houses have yet to present any great
convincing action as was indicated
by advance billing. Other than the
,
effort of the Moscow Players most
of the continental drama has virtually
ceased. Early attempts, hampered by
old traditions, suffered quick closings,
the most colossal flop being that en-
dured by the once firm, reliable Mag-ino- t
Guild. Critics still continue to
argue the causes of that collapse? In
the opinion of this humble reviewer,
the actors of that group had suc-
cumbed to an old failing of becoming
stale in their lines. Content to rest
upon the laurels granted them by the
Versailles Committee on Prizes and
Awards, they had failed to acknow-
ledge and make use of the new trends
in international dramatic" technique.
Despite the apparent present inactiv-
ity in the way of any successful con-
certed performances, rumors continue
to reach our ears of successful one act
stands. These scattered performances,
of course, have no bearing upon the
.progress of the theatre as a whole but
they do indicate that there is still
cause to hope for a revival some day
from that quarter.
Theatre Britannica
The theatre in Britain on the oth- -
- er hand has survived many a setback
and continues to preserve despite the
critics. It has had the longest run by
far of any single company and de-
serves credit for that alone. At times
the offerings have approached bril-
liance. At other times its grand effort
has been hampered by many, too
many, bad performances. No one can
deny it has managed to maintain its
constancy almost solely and through
the Stirling acting of its male lead,
.
Mj Churchill. He continues to dom-inat- e
the play, though it has been
found expedient in other instances
to cause a general shake-u- p in his sup.
porting cast.
The characters have been almost
uniformly heroic; mass heroics have
never before been so effectively pre-
sented upon such a huge stage, and
yet, to date, remain so unproductive
of gainful results. The hero in de-
feat presents a magnificent tragic fig-
ure but the theme is becoming too
common to maintain its appeal.
Theatre Americana
On the American scene the offer-
ings thus far have been no more im-
pressive. Possibly American producers
have yet to recover from the surprise
opening which the Mikado's Troupe
pulled, off, right under our own mar-
quee. That, to say the least, was a bit
unethical.
Smarting under these rapid moves
American players were not long in
leaping into the fray. Needless to say,
with the element of surprise gone,
our opening was not nearly as impres.
sive. Thus far the performance of the --
Philippine Reportory Players has re-
ceived the greatest ovation; the plaud-
its being due almost singly to the
sterling portrayal by General Mc- -
Arthur. Yet it is far from a success.
The production is obviously lacking
in many essentials. The cast perhaps"
could be expanded since the action
calls for many mob scenes. There is
an increased demand for more and
more properties. Whose fault this is
no one can say. Perhaps it lies with
the backers. Mr. Nelson's recent ap-
peal for a greater production may
possibly
.
rescue this play before it
.closes down. '
The American Navy is apparently
on tour, playing one-nig- ht houses.
Either that, or it is rehearsing in pri-
vate. We faithfully trust that, all this
secrecy is indicative of a grand open- -
ing sometime in the early future.
Act II?
Technically, ' the specimens of
drama we have witnessed thus far
have been above reproach; the spirit
of impending victory however has yet
to be brqught to us in any convincing
form. We shall continue to hope how-
ever. We are but in the first act.
Whether it is a tragedy, comedy or
pure farce which we .are witnessing
only the epilogue will reveal.
.'.rOEo:.TOUEfl PIsEASUEaEa . . .
By GNOME
Frosh; George must be very kind, '
Soph: Why do you say that?
.
Frosh: I heard him say he put his shirt on a horse that was scratched.
(."
-
-
--
.
: Thett-th;f:- ,S Scotchmen who became an orchestra leader because
when he was a boy his father gave him a lollypop and he didn't want to
waste the stick". 1
'''"'
"I wonder what makes him so high strung?"
"He inherits that from his grandfather. He . was a horse thief."
She: Do you like t'neck?
--
He-, Naw, me for de drumstick- .-
.
Poetry corner
She sat on the steps at eventide?
Enjoying the balmy air,
He came and asked, "May I sit by your side?"
And she gave him a vacant'stair.
Freshman: . . . and she's one of those" Monroe TDdctrine babes.
Other Adolescent: Whaddya mean? '
Freshman: Hand's off, hand's off.
Then there was the girl who ate gun powder so that her hair would
come out in bangs. ... .
'
' And did you hear about -- the newspaper editor that dropped 20 stories
into a basket and wasn't even hurt.
Says "First SO Years Are Hardest
jfterwoqdJEcfdjr. Still FeelsJYoung;
j By DOT RICKARDS I ve been doin for 50 J"ar
. , , , . ... now-- " An en: "I hope tome day toT i -I feel strongly and I feel strong!" . , , .
cL jr'jj. . be" yung y mother was whenThis was Sherwood Eddys energetic i e, , , 'f
, , . .
she was 80. She used to keep me up on
and emphatic answer to my opening
"
,
. ... ,
, , j f I matters of science and philosophy."siuiciuciii uiaL lie iccuicu iu icei very
strongly about Russia and American
weaknesses this morning. The one
sentence sums the man up very neat- -
capably. Profs stood around on the
platform talking to each other and
to Mr. Eddy while he took down and
folded the map of Europe which he
had used during the speech.
Talks to Mrs. Compton
Then, on his way out of the chapel,
Mr. Eddy talked to Mrs. Compton
and took down her name and address;
He does not get tired of speaking
at colleges, but rather enjoys it for He
feels that these are the people who'
..Ml 1 I II- - 1 . . .
ly. He is one of those who. after 50 nnQn ln
year, of hard work, i, still eager and W 'bout acad,emic Wooi"r
able on' and " "holastic standing, and thanto keep right working and
.t 1 e v t e
living.
. -
. mamat me aoor or kbukc O) I lett hi
to the mercies of Prof. Johnston an.
in me miasc or tne usual post- - ,i . j . L LJ ., . r.. , , . 5- -, the many students who had gathered"
.
,speech bustle and confusion, Mr. Ed- - . L " l- -' heartor n him .na-- nagain.dy satisfied everyone's demands in a
minimum of t.me and did ,t qu.tVwood ptesiMed hy Gale
man in the February issue of The In- -
tercollegian is well worth reading.
'V WWW
CURTAIN
CALLS
gave iiis autograph to a seeker who For her more than excellent work
came pushing forward; agreed with on the Wooster Voice as circulation
Bob West on the means of getting manager, on the Index as assistant
to Akron this afternoon; explained to the business manager and as head
that he wants to talk to Mrs. Compton usher in the Little Theatre, all hard
about her ' son Arthur, for a book jobs that receive no public acclaim,
that he is writing; and gave Bob di- - the Board of Judges wishes to com- -
rections about the books that he had mend Jane Adams for her coriscient- -
offered td send to the students. ious fulfillment, of the many duties
' When we finally got outside of the which these jobs Intail.
chapel I expected him to heave a
great sigh, but ! instead he said, 'Tm Four years now, Bob Black, has
not rushed; there's time, all the time gone out for basketball and for three
in the world and eternity." years, he has played on the second
"First 30 Are Hardest" T team." Because of the-outsta- nding
After his remark about feeling- - game he played against Muskingum, -
strongly and feeling strong he said, the final one of his college ' career,
"The first 50 years are the hardiest
Datlynitions . .
NECROMANCERS "are campus
sweethearts.
MOHAIR the prayer of a bald-heade- d
man.
VIPER a species of snake vot ve is
in der var against.
EXAM an unnecessary evil.
SENIOR one' who- - has learned all
there is to know. 1 "
HARPIST string puller.
and for his constant plugging to get
ahead, we would like- - to have him
take a Curtain Call.
i -
For her splendid work in planning
and executing attractive defense dis-
plays and programs, the Board of
Judges applauds Mabel Collette Little,
director of dormitories, for her efforts
in making Wooster's Home Defense
Week a success.
'
.
.
Arch Duncan, newly elected swim
ming captain, is to be congratulated
SUCCESS STORY-a- ch one of the for breaking Wooster's back stroke
present Dictators of Europe started record in the meet with Wittenberg
as a bum. There is still hope for last week. His fast time, two tenths
V0Ul " Rke under the former record, was 1:49.5.
Letters to the Editor of the Voice
The Voice invitea ita readeri to express
their opinions in a brief and courteous
manner. Each letter must bear the signature
and address of the author, but the name
may be initialed if the author so desirea.
The editor reserves the right to accept
or reject any communication.
-
Headline Misleading
.
To the Editor of the Voice i
We believe that you are misleading,
day does straiVone's nerves. The little
we would lose academically by an ex-- (
tra day's vacation woujd easily be re-gain- ed
by the renewed energy with
which we would return to complete
the year.
A disgruntled senior E.R.C.
fo Support!
purposely otherwise, in headlin- -or, To the of Woostef
ing our letter of ast week "Not Last fall Ho,den women --&Time For Cm.cism. The Implication "forma, 1 the Annex" girlsf
is clear--and one that feelvery we -promising them equal ,upport foryou had no grounds for giving. the Annex Formal gpring
We do not feel, and specifically did The Annex girls attended almost 100
not imply, that all criticism should per cent, even though the Sophomore
voluntarily be stopped. That would Prom was the t next week-en- d.
only be a repetition of the totalitar- - However, for the Annex Formal to
ian methods that we abhor. But we be held tomorrow night, only ONE
do feel that it is everyone's responsi- - junior woman haTTJgTled up. Holden
bility to judge whether his criticism itself is large enough to swing a
-- is constructive and has as its purpose dance, but the Annex girls needed the
a sincere attempt to improved situa- - promised support! Did we get it?
tion, or merely destructive with no ' - Eloise Smith
other aim but to tear down.
Our letter was prompted by sar-
casms appearing in the Facts in Re
view Column of Feb. 19, concerning
the British surrender at Singapore
and the escape of 'the Nazi warships
through the English Channel. We're
afraid your conscience ' must have
been working overtime for we did
not have your editorials in mind.
. l. Sincerely,
Betty Steiner
' Martha Coile
Affairs
of Note
By LES GIBIAN
,-
-
If you like a band that's 'not too
brassy, yet one that has "plenty of
punch and really swings out, try
listening to Shep Fields and his or-
chestra. This Outfit made a hi hit
Sunday night on the ,Fitch "Band-
wagon. It is a novel combination
: " consisting solely of flutes,, clarinets, 1
Wants Longer Holiday and ophones, plus the usual
,
rhythm." There are no trumpets or
Dear Editor: trombones' in the organization.
In former years it was our good When Shep organized this outfit
fortune about this time to look eager- - he was ridiculed by many people as
ly forward to spring vacation. This trying to do the impossible. However,
recess was a. break Jn the most monot-- - he has surprised everyone with a ver- -
onous part of the school year, and atile combination that oftentimes
enabled us to return greatly refreshed Would present the illusion of having
for the spring session. brass. This is due to clever instru- -
Now the accelerated college sched- - mentation on the part of the ar- -
ule hasimited .purrespite fromjvork rangers
to three davs. This is hard Iv nn'mioU Shen nnrl hi -- ruf au, - , D" r V
for us to recuperate from the strain at the Top Hat in Urfion City, New
.w.oftheongtediouswintec grincLJersey from, which. jheybroadcass.-at-
-
Naturally we can not expect to enjoy 11:30, nightly. This is the second
a full week's recess in these confused time that Shep has come across with
times, but it would not be a fatal something ."new in the way of band
blow to national defense if the faculty styling. The first time it was the Rip- -
were to grant us one extra day. - pling Rhythm several yean ago.
Three days is ' not a long enough However, his present style seems to
time for some pf us to profitably go e m"ch more acceptable than his
home, and it doein't do us much good(?e!LPphnghythm,''
to remain on the campus. Oberlin The sax section is excellent as far
ollegehichhaslscripeededpts a sax sections gobuttMrtain-rogramece-nd
students Easter. Monday off as well as need for brass is evident. Even though
good Friday. May we suggest that Shep Has a good band now, the addi- -
Wooster do the same. tion of brass would make it that
After all, four months in a dormi- - much better. Incidently here is a pos- -
tory seeing the same people and fol- - sibility Vor a. band at the Senior Prom
lowing the same schedule day after that is, if we have a name band.
i
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Katherman, Eicher, Sproull Give Blood For Cause Scots Win Final;ft!Sti Dij. TV 7T--1
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Sports
STRANAHAN
Editor
50-4- 6; Subs Star
The members of the Ohio Confer-ne- t
received a rough jolt recently
when Toledo U. accepted an invita-
tion to play a post ' season game in
New York; There is a definite rule
in the Ohio Conference that forbids
teams to play post season games, yet
it seems as if the upstate team has
either grown too big for the confer-
ence, or they have lost their rule
book. The only time that a team is
allowed to play such a game is during
a vacation could it be that dear old
Toledo U. has declared a spring vaca-
tion while their team goes to the big
city.t.
Toledo has been a sore spot in
the Ohio Conference for a good --
...... n X r i . i t.uiaujr jrcois ITlim Ul U1C KIMJOM
will have nothing to do with
them and the result is that they
only play three conference games.
If --Toledo thinks that they are
too good for the Ohio Confer-
ence, why jdon't they pack up
their bags and join some other
league? . , . J
Tk. rvu.v f r i
losing strength rapidly. There seems
to be a great deal of jealousy among
the schools and any school that feels
like breaking a rule goes right ahead
and. breaks it. For example, there is a
rule that no team will play more than
1$ basketball games in one season.
Through a process of "keeping tip
with the Joneses" every team now
plays from 18 to 22 or 23 games.
Several years ago some of the
Akron officials suggested an
Ohio Conference tournament.
The idea never gained much fa-
vor although it has been brought ,
up several times. It seems to me
that this idea should not be
passed off Without giving it a
try. There is no way of officially
declaring a champion of the con-
ference for there are too many
teams in the league to have each
team play every other team.
There is also the fact that all
the schools do not play the same
number of Ohio Conference
games. Therefore a tournament,
run along the lines of the state
high school tournament, wpuld
be a logical solution to the prob-
lem. ' ,
The main objection to the idea
seems to be- - that the schools partici-
pate in intercollegiate athletics for the
t)hvsical fitness rather than the monev
or the glory. A tournament of this
type would necessitate playing on
consecutive nights and would un- -
..flauhfaMv
1
. a YttkrA
. nn . tliA.... nlav.M
from a physical and scholastic view-
point.
This argument is logical, if the
Watch Repairing Jewelry
' GEO. H. LAHM
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schools would stick to it. How-
ever the time when schools had '
basketball teams merely because
they wanted to make physical
- specimens of their-stude-nts has
long since passed. Now' most
.
schools have one eye on the team
and the other eye on the gate
receipts. Basketball is now a mon-
ey making or losing proposition,
at least in a great many schools.
This tournament could pull many
of the teams out of the red financial-
ly. A series of eliminations could be
played over a two week period lim-
iting the field to four teams. These
first round games could be played in
spots where the teams' would have the
biggest drawing power Capitol - in
Columbus, Mt. Union in Canton,
Massillon, or Akron, Wooster in
Smithville, Creston, or Little Italy,
etc.
When the field had been cut,
the finals could be staged in the
Public Auditorium in Cleveland
with two games each night These
doubleheaders ought to draw
large crowds.
The profits made could either be
split - among the - four finalists or
among the Ohio Conference teams.
The winner would be declared Ohio
Conference champ and would right-
fully deserve the title for this crown
would be won on a neutral floor.
' Perhaps the idea would not
work, yet the Ohio Conference
- must do something to regain its
prestige. If the idea did not work
it could be dropped, however it v
seems that, if the Ohio Confer-
ence swimming and track meets
have proved successful, why
shouldn't a basketball tournament
be plausible.
This department would like to
thank Bob Kerr for all the help he
has given us by furnishing intramural
scores, standings, etc' Bob has done
a fine job in handling the responsi-
bility of getting referees, seeing that
the games are played on time, and
many other things that have gone a
long way to make this one of the best
intramural seasons for a long time.
Before the Wittenberg meet
Coach Carl B. Munson intro-
duced the senior members of his
squad. Two senior swimmers, Bob
Steiner and Ed McGee were un- -
intentionally overlooked during
the introduction. Coach Munson
would like to add their names to
the list of senior swimmers who
deserve much praise for their
services to the team.
Captain Kate Leads
Scorers For Season
Captain Karl Kate led the Wooster
scoring for the 1941-4- 2 season by
running up a total of 285' points jn
the 21 games played this year. Kate
has also scored over 500 points in
the three years he has served on the
Scot quintet. Dale Hudson, sopho-
more forward, had 256 points to his
credit to gain second place, while
Harry Eicher came up fast in the
last eleven games to take third place
with 245 points.
In scoring 13.5 points oer came
Kate also was high man in the aver-
age points per game department.
Hudson averaged 12.2 and Eicher
had 11.7 points per game.
The final results:
Kate
, 285 Halter
.
22
Hudson. 256 -- .Craven 13
Eicher 245 Stoneburner 11
Katherman 139 Vigrass. 10
Sproull 107
, Crandell, 6
Kuhn 44 Douglass 5
Cope 41 Sanborn 4
Black 27 Glatz 4
Compliments of
GRAY AND SON
Coal and Builders' Supplies
.JPlJTMQriginal
L HAMBURGER ,
OC "R The Rao Full" OC
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Left to right: Jerry Katherman,
Harry Eicher, John Smeltz, and Rich
Sproull. These three cage stars, who
have just finished a successful sea-
son, are shown signing up to give
Seventh, Douglass V-V-I Meet in Finals Friday;
Freshman Teams Make Tournament Best in Years
The annual intramural tournament,
which got under way last Saturday,
has now been cut down to two teams,
Kenarden Seventh and Douglass V-V- I.
Kenarden Seventh "reached the
finals by beating Third, Five Old
Men, and Fifth; while Douglass V-V- I
was copping verdicts over Doug-
lass IV, Kenarden I, and Douglass
VII-VII- I. The finals will.be played
Friday afternoon on the main floor
at 4:00.
The freshman teams are stronger
this year than they have been in pre-
vious years due to the fact that they
have been permitted to use members
of the freshman squad. This has
made more closely contested games
and has put a freshman team in the
finals for the first time in years.
Douglass V-V- I has run up the
highest score in any game played thus
far, when they beat Douglass VII-VI- II
57-2- 9. Bob Gard has scored he
most points in one game 19.
FIRST ROUND
DOUGLASS IV 30
Weimer .. 2 1 5
Gebhardt 0 2 2
Wagner 4 0 8
Lytle ..5 1 11
Lucas . 2 0 4
DOUGLASS V-V- I 33
Fry .. 0 6
Schuckert 0 0 0
Herbert ..
..,.,0r L
Ferguson
--j' 0 0
Hill ...3 0 6
Cooper 5 1 11
Kovach .' 4 I ?
-- KAPPA KOMETS 21
Yergen, : . 3 2 8
Streeper ,. 2 0 4
Gebhardt . 3 1 7
Ries .... 1 0 '2
Morris ... 0 0 0
. DOUGLASS VII-VII- I 30
Shreffler .. 1 1 3
Secrist t 1 0 2
Evans 1'. . 0 0 0
Buchanan
..Zrr.T3 0 6
Gard 7 5 19
DOUGLASS I II 49
Benson . 7 0 14
Burns . . 5 , 0 10
Rutledge . 1 0 2
Hunter :...:..:..:-- 6 1 13
Williams 5 0 10
'SECTION IX 4
Gibian . .....0 0 0
Secrest -- .0
- -
0
- 0
Wallace
--
. .-
-Q . 0 0
Simon . . 0 0 0
Ferguson 1 2 4
FIVE OLD MEN 28
S. Coates .: . 6 . 0 12
D. Coates , 3 0 6
Stryker . 1 0 2
Vitella . . 0 0 0
Preston .
....4 0 8
DOUGLASS III 20
Eaton ... : 1 0 2
Miller . 2 0 4
Bbyer ..3 1 7
Chestnut 3 1 7
KENARDEN IV 13 ..
Murdock .. .1 1 3
Schulu .. ...1 0 2
Bollens
-.-3 1 7
Hanna . . 0 1 1
Moreland 0 0.0
KENARDEN 1 20
Hall 4 1 9
a
Lerch .... ...0 1
Hayes . . 0 0
Harper . 1 2
Brown ' j. 1 4
Miller .....0 0r...
Houston
,
2
Gray . . 1 0 2
Osberg : ..0 0 0
WEITZEL Dry Cleaning Co.
; Phone 260
CURZON FERRIS, KENARDEN CLYDE CONN, DOUGLASS
jipiijif"
V
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a pint of their blood to the Red Cross.
That human bloodhound John Smeltz
of the Student Senate is in charge of
the drive at the college.
Katherman, Eicher, . and Sproull
KENARDEN-V- I 14
Ferguson ... 3 1 7
Beem '. 1 0 2
Talkington ...0 0 0
Weiss . .2 0 4
Beck . . .0 1 1
Kerr
...0 0 0
KENARDEN 1130
Churton :
-
5 0 10
Healy , 1 0 2
Mellin ...... . 7
.
0 14
Lowry,
.l 0 2
McConnell . 1 0 2
KENARDEN V 21
Horvath . 4 19Boyer 2 0 4
Colwell : 0 1 1
West..: .... 0 0 0
Irvin . 0 0 0
Ginther j :..l 0 2
Prentice ... --0 1 1
Muxworthy .... . 2 0 4
.
'
.
SCOTTIES 11
Clay'
. 0 1 1
Balloon 0 1 1
Smeltz ". 1 3 7
Hoge
.-
-:. .0 11Webb 0 0 0
Grady . '. 0 1 1
Kenarden VII 1 Kenarden III 0
(forfeit)
SECOND ROUND
v KENARDEN 110
Hall 0 1
Hayes 1 0
Brown .. . ..... ,...0
,
K
Houston . -- .".0 0
Osberg .". . . 2 0
Gray . 1 0
Harper .... 0 0
DOUGLASS V-V- I 18
Ferguson .... 0 0
Herbert r -.-2 0
Fry . . '. 0 a
Hill :. 2 i
Kovach 1 3
Cooper a 3 0
KENARDEN 1112
Churton. 3 0 6
Healy . : 1 0 ,2
Mellin ::::rr.:r..r. l l - 3
Van Noate ... 0 0 0
August . ... 0 1 1
McConnell
r . 0 0 0
Edwards 0 0 0
Swimmers Vote.
Duncan Captain
For '43 Season
Arch Duncan, veteran backstroker,
has been elected captain of the 1943
swimming team. Duncan will succeed
Bob Dunlap, who served as captain
this year.
After winning his numerals as a
freshman, Duncan found a 'regular
place on the varsity team during his
sophomore and junior years, where he
proved to he a consistent winner in
the backstroke and the medley$relay.
In the Wittenberg meet Duncan
set a new Wooster pool record in the
150 yard backstroke. His time was
1:49.5.
Archisonebflhe-mostpopul- ar
men on the campus. Hailing from
Akron, - he--- literally; lives for
.
swim-
ming.: He has a quiet, modest attitude
about him that makes people respect
him.
Elliott's
Launderers
Agent in
Jl "Special Attention
Phone 38
J
are only three of the many football,
basketball, and swimming stars who
have signed up to donate their blood
to this worthy cause.
lourtesy Daily Record
DOUGLASS VII-VI- II 14
Gard ...... 2 0
Shreffler
.0. 0
Renner
.... 0 0
2 2
.1 2
o 6
Simpson
Decker ...
Davidson
KENARDEN V 18
Horvath 0 4 4
Lehman 0 1 . 1
Boyer
. ; 3 1 7
Muxworthy :..0 0 0
Colwell 1 2- -
,4
Ginther 0 0 ' 0
West 1 0 2
DOUGLASS I-- ;i 17
Williams
.2 4 8Rutledge ; 0 0 0
Burns" : 1 0 2
Kimmich . . 1 ' 0 2
Hunter '. 1 0 2
Benson 1 1 3
'KENARDEN VII 33
Diedrick ; 1
. 0 ' 2
Shutt . 2 1 5
Totten . 4 0 8
Narten
.
5
. 0 10
Atkinson 1 0 2
Ditch . 1 0. 2
Buchanan .0 " 0 0
Goheen 2 0 4
FIVE OLD MEN 10
S. Coates 1 0 2
Bean ;
.0 0 0
Dr Coates ... 1 0-- -- 2
West
.0 0 0
Vitella 0 2 2
Preston . ' 0. 0 0
Stryker . 1.. 2 4
Mazorek .. 0' 0 0
THIRD ROUND
DOUGLASS V-- VI 51
Kovach . .5 2 13
Fry . 7 0 14
Cooper
... r 4 7 15
Hill 2 2 6
Herbert .. .-
-I I
'" 3
Ferguson 0 0 0
DOUGLASS VII-VII- I 29
Davidson 0 2 2
Buchanan 0 2
Decker 2 1 5
Simpson
-.- --
6 1 13
Gard 0 2
Shreffler 0 0
Renner j. 2 1 5
KENARDEN VII 24
Totten
.
6 0 .12
Diedrick 0 0 --
.0
Shutt . .0 0 0
Narten
--
3 1 7
Atkinson
: .0 0 0
Ditch
--
1.
. .0 0. 0
Buchanan , 2 0, 4
KENARDEN V 16.
Horvath 1 2 4
Stranahan ....... 0 0 0
West 1 8 10
Muxworthy 0 0 0
Colwell
..0 0 0Ginther 0 0 0
Boyer ....0" 0 ,0
Lehman 1 0 2
Prentice .. 1J .0 0 0
Congratulations to :
OUR BASKETBALL TEAM
COACH and CAPTAIN
SHACK
DryCleaners
EaWDblm
to Formal Wear" ,
330 E. Liberty St.
By CHET TURNER
Ending the 1941-4- 2 basketball cam-
paign with a magnificent second half
defense display, the indomitable
Wooster Scots came from - behind
three times to conquer Muskingum,
50-4- 6. Sparked by Rich Sproull's in
comparable push shotTwhierriiffie a
again were successful, Wooster kept
the packed gym in a constant uproar
as they chalked up their nineteenth
win of the season as against two de-
feats.
Katherman Score
Jerry Katherman opened the scor-
ing with a fast cut shot and Kate
dropped in a foul to give the Scots
a 3-- 0 lead. However, the red-cla- d op-
position sunk three baskets to take
over the lead. The two squads matched
Swimmers Down
Wittenberg 48-2- 6
In Final Contest
Before a capacity crowd in the
Severance gym the.Sots defeated
Wittenberg 48 to 26 Friday after-
noon. The Scot took Six firsts, tied
for one, and lost one when they were
disqualified in the 400 yard free style
because 6 n e o f their men " jumped
in before the preceding swimmer
had touched.
This was the Scots final meet of
the season and gave them a record of
six wins and two loses. It was the
Lutheran's first Conference defeat.
For the whole season they have won
seven and lost two. I
Duncan Sets Record
A new Wooster record in the 15Q
yard back stroke was set by Arch
Duncan. His time was 1:49.5, two-tenths-- of
a second under the "prev-
ious record held by Albert Allen of
1:49.7, set in 1940. i
Afte?the meet, Coach Munson was
thrown into the pool much to the.
joy of the capacity crowd.
300 yd. medley relay Wooster
(Duncan, Dunlap, Lessing) won.
Time 3:15.2. ,
.
200 yd. free style MUes (Woos-
ter) andNewlin (Wittenberg) tied
for first, Steiner (W), 2. Time 3:
12.6.
50 yd. free style Westbrobk (W)
won, Lehmkuhl (Wit.) 2; Lessing
(W) 3. Time 25.7. ...
Diving Kreighbaum (Wit.) won,
Koran (W) 2.
100 yd. free style Westbrook (W)
wonj-New- lin- (Wit.) - 2 r Lehmkuhl(Wit.) 3. Time 59 sec.
150 yd. back stroke Duncan (W)
won; McGee (W) 2j Stoddard (Wit.)
3. Time 1:49.5.
200 yd. breast stroke Dunlap (W)
won; Linz (Wit.) 2; HofmannW)
3. Time 2:38.2.
400 yd. free style Miles (W)
won; Morris (W) 2; Stoddard (Wit.)
3. Time 4:54.1. .. .
400 yd. free style relay Witten-
berg (Lehmkuhl, Newlin, Gangware,
Johnson) won". ' '
REYNOLDS SHOE REPAIR
Ray Hudson, Representative
Kenarden VI
Permanents Specialty r Style Finger Waring
' STYLETTE Beauty Shop
Special Prices for College Students
Open Evenings (Appointment) ,
- See our Coiffures in "TheManjw ho Came to Dinner"
March 12, 13, 14 The College of Wooster
123 East Liberty St. Above
The COLLIER
Bever and North Streets
ch other's scoring as the score went
to 12-- 7. Here the fast-breaki- ng Wooa.
ter offense took command of the
game. Thirteen points were scored in
succession, Kate's long shot tying the
score, and Eicher's cut putting Wooe-t- er
ahead. 14-1- 2. After twelve
and tor the rest of the farst half, both
teams played equal ball, the half
ending with the scoreboard reading
34-2- 6.
The second half saw a fighting
Muskingum team quickly drive the
score to 34-3- 3. Eicher . left the game
on fouls after one minute of play,
being replaced by Bob Black who
played a stalwart game at the center
position. Hudson sank a foul and
Ramsey followed suit for the Muskies
as Wooster maintained their one point
lead. Then Rich Sproull dropped in'
two fouls and a few minutes later
scored on a push shot to put the
Scots up, 41-3- 7.
Muihies Rally
Here Muskingum, after a Wooster
time-ou-t, scored five points to take a
42-4- 1 lead after Hudson and Kate
were ejected from, the game on fouls.
Sproull sank two push shots, fol-
lowed by Kuhn's long shot, to put
Wooster ahead,47-42- r McDowell's
pivot shots kept Muskingum, in the
game, but the Black and Gold defense
was too much for the opposition, the
game ending in a mad scramble for
the ball, 50-4- 6.
Hudson led the scoring with seven
baskets and three foul shots for seven-
teen points. Sproull chalked up 10,
while McDowell scored sixteen for
Muskingum. Wooster's passing in the
last two minutes which held possession
of the ball was one of the greatest
defensive displays seen on the Sev-
erance hardwood this year.
(WOOSTER G F T
--
7 3 17
--
1 0 2
--10 2
--
3 17Id 1 1
--4 1 9
3 4 10
--
1 0 2
20 10 50
G F T
0 0 0
--
3 2 8
--
3 .3 9
'
--
6 4 16
--
4 2 10
--
1
...0 2- -
--
0 0 0
0 11
17 12 46
F. Hudson
F. 'Katherman
F. Kuhn
C. Eicher
C. Black
G. Kate
G. Sproull
G. Craven
MUSKINGUM
F. Ebert .
F. La Presti
F. Pollock
C McDowell
G. Holtsglaw
G Davis
G. Robertson
G. Ramsey
Referees: Long, Purdue
Ellerman, Wisconsin.
CORSAGES
Our Specially
OLD MANS- -
Across from Post Office
Paul Churton, agent Ph. 212
Sallys ..... ...Phone 561
PRINTING Co.
Phone 400
Printed and Engraved Stationery
LjC,SmifjhandCorona
Portable Typewriters
We service all makes 0 typewriters
r -- t r. r
Vdnco Publishes
Volume of Songs
Written by Wife
Work Includes Melodies of
Seasons and Native
African Song
""""r
Two lummere ago after the passing
of Mrs. Vance, Professor J. Milton
Vance was able to secure the assist-
ance of a musical friend, an expert in
musical theory, to undertake the edit-
ing of Mrs.
,
Vance's 'musical composi.
tions. - -- j
. A number of these compositions
began to take form in the years 1909
to 1911. At that time Mrs. Vance was
conducting the Girls' Glee club of
the College. Some of her composi-
tions were sung by the club under her
' direction.
Wide Variety
There is a wide variety in the
themes dealt with in the collection.
One group is called "Songs of the
Seasons", and deals with the life of
the month of June, the coldness of
December, and the awakening o:
Spring. Some present nature in still
other moods the March Wind and
the Storm.
One of the 'instrumental numbers is
an adaptation of a native melody,
which Mrs. Vance heard on the Boozi
Kiver in oouth Atrica. she was
on the journey via Cape of Good
Hope during the last World War en
route to engage in civilian relief work
in Palestine
Others Included
Also included in the collection is
.. a poem on peace by Longfellow; an
Indian Lullaby written by a native
Iroquois Indian; a poem on courage
entitled "Fruition," one of" several by
Dr. Harvey Carson Grumbine, form
er professor of English literature in
the College of Wooster; and "Woos
ter Alma Mater," by former Profes
sor Clinton Tyler Wood. There are
also a few religious songs in the col'
lection.
'' ' The volume has just been published
and gift copies are being sent to alum-
ni and other friends of Mrs. Vance
who make the request.
Kappa Thetes Give
Satire on Woolcoii
(Continued from Page 1 )
mummy case," Lois said. "In spite of
all the books there are in the library
only one had anything about mummy
cases--an- d that was just a para
graph."
,
Thu the has had to rely much on
her memory of those . mummies she
saw in the museum at Pittsburgh, her
"" """"hometown.
This week students were given in
vitations to a dinner at which Sheri- -
dan Whiteside is to be the honor
guest as another step in the publicity
,, campaign mapped out by Herb Rog
ers.
Pomeroy and Retzler
154 West Liberty Street
"For Fine Foods"
We Deliver Phone 197
AFTER A
FASHION
- AT
FREEDLANDER'S
DOLLAR DAYI And now', th,
time to buy. Friday and .Saturday
Mar.- - 6 and 7, are dollar stretchiirg
days. These are not old type bargain
days we're emphasizing real intrin
ic-
- saving. Remember, that .materials
and articles that are marked dow
actually have greater value than the
new shipments. We can blame it all
on the war new materials aren't
nearly so well made as they were a
year ago. Considering what you'll
pay later, Friday and Saturday are
the days in which to save. Be sure to
glance at FREEDLANDER'--S sale
articles in Wednesday's and Thuri
day' WOOSTER RECORD for full
It seems I've
, run across a lot of
places where you can save your pen-nie- s
this week. Second floor is pre-entin- g
a 1.00 BOX OF DORAL-DIN- A
POWDER free with any other
purchase of Doraldina preparations.
Yyt tried the powder base in this line
--and I've found it highly uisfactoryr
Jbl. ppwder Ja..onie.ittalL.hade
ven dark enough to give you a
"Florida vacation" tan. Better drop
la before March 14 this, offer is only
good until then.
Adv.BMcC
Future Ministers
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Results of Drive
Decide 3 Artists
Iri Co-o- p Series
.
; (Continued fronrTagerj''
admissions are sold for any concerts,
and membership cards are to be pre
sented at the door for admittance to
the concerts'.
The membership' fees are 3.50 plus
3$ cents tax; and student rates, 2.50
plus 17 cents tax. I he organized
teams of student solicitors are to con.
tact personally the members of the
Association for renewals and to reach
the remainder of the student body for
new memberships. Payment of the
dues may be-ma- de in the fall during
the registration period. Students are
urged by the Federation to realize
that the more members, the better the
concerts.
Five Concerts Will be Held
i ne w ooster music series, it is
planned, will again include five con-
certs, three by visiting artists, two by
the Wooster Symphony orchestra.
The local committee to choose the
artists has been named and will an-
nounce in the near future their choic
es of artists for the coming season
Their budget is determined by the
number of memberships sold during
the drive. '
As an opportunity for new mem
bers to become acquainted with the
Cooperative Concert Service, the Fed
eration will admit them as guests to
the concert by the Busch String Quar
tet to be heard tonight at the chapel
A pass however must be secured
from Mrs. George McClarren, secre
tary of the Federation.
Fellowship to discuss
Phases of Jesus' Life
- Jack Strang, president of Student
Fellowship, announced that the next
few meetings of the Student Fellow
ship group will feature a series of dis
cussions on the life of Jesus Christ
from the viewpoint of the sociologist
the political scientist, and the "preach
er. The speakers to lead these discus
sions have not yet been named.
F. H. HAMILTON
JEWELER
Perry Narten,7th Sec, Agt
213 & Liberty Phone 893-- L
Wooster Theatre
FRIDAY-SATURDA- Y
"Skylark"
With qaudette Colbert
Ray Milland
and
"Young America"
with Jane Withers
SUN.-MON.-TUE-
S.
Spencer Tracy
Katharine Hepburn
"Woman of the Year"
WEDNESDAYS IURSDAY
Geo. Murphy
Jack Oakie
"Rise and Shine"
Take Preliminary
At a meeting of the Wooster Pres-
bytery, in Galpin hall, Monday after-
noon, seven pre-ministeri- al students
took a preliminary examination, sig-
nifying their intentions to enter the
ministry. They are, from top left to
flight; Young Soon Choy, Charles
Ireland, Harry Bigelow. (Front):
Jamea-Smuck- er, Jim BeanNorman
Krebbs and Horace Duttotu-
-
Dru-Cur-ti-
s
Douglas, college pastor, chairman
of the Wooster Presbytery, Commit-
tee on Education, conducted the ex
amination.
Group Reviews
Period Music
.
With James Bean as commenta-
tor, Fortnightly Music society will
make a study of the post-romant- ic
period of music history at the society's
meeting Monday evening, Mar. 9,
at the Conservatory.
Included on the program is a piano
duet, the overture to Wagner's "Die
Meistersinger", played by George
Mulder and Rachel Shobert. Naomi
Jury will play the Allegro Maestoso
of Brahms' "Sonata in F minor",
This will be followed by Martha Mil-bur- n
singing "Lorelei" and Virginia
Witzler singing "0 Quand Je Dors."
" The program will be concluded
with the Allegro movement of the
Grieg piano concerto in A minor,
play by Jack Strang with Naomi
Jury at the second piano.
Dr. Jacoby Lists
F ! --J i minaiviauai i ypes
By DR. GEORGE W. JACOBY
Medical Director"
We, from the physical standpoint,
are not created equal. Nature has ar
1
.4bitranly placed us into one of four
groups.
1. The tall thin individual.
2. The athletic type.
3. The short stocky individual.
4. The dysplastic type.
On this basis we can readily see
that each type ' will respond to the
same environment in different ways
from the health standpoint. Group
one being most liable to develop tu-
berculosis and stomach disorders,
group three heart attacks and gall
bladder disturbances and so on.
You then as young people must
realize that iri violation of the laws of
nature such as loss of sleep, over-
exposure, excessive worry, to name
only a few, you will all suffer to
different degrees for the violation of
these laws. However, moderation in
all things with an annual medical ex- -
amination will give you all equal op
portunities for the best of health.
Week of Feb. 25 to Mar. 4
Admissions Men 9, Women 4
Discharges Men 10, Women 10
VOOSTER
FAR II
DAIRIES
UBE STEAK
LUNCH
40c
1926 Cleveland Rd. Ph. 911
Johnson To Discuss "
Post War Problems
Dr. Mary Z. Johnson, head of the
department of political science, will
continue the series of lectures on
"Post Wat jProblems and Reconstruc-
tion," fronxthe . point of view of-
-
the
political scientist, at Sunday Evening
Forum, 7 p.m., Sunday, in Taylor
hall. This will be the third discus-
sion of the topic, the first being led
by Mr. Bayard Rustin and the sec-
ond by Mr. E. Kingman Eberhart.
The Sunday Evening Forum cab-
inet is trying to obtain prominent
speakers who can present still other
sides of the extremely vital subject
now being studied. The cabinet is also
making plans to' renew the student-facult- y
visitations, this springwhich
were conducted so successfully during
the first semester.
Commiffee Plans
Two meatless dinners, Friday, Mar.
20, and Friday, April 8, in addition
to the one held last Friday, are ex-
pected to add $200 to the Red Cross
fund, " which the " Student Senate is
sponsoring.
Ilene Smith (left) is chairman of
the student committee in charge of
the program and has been working
with Miss . Mabel C. Little (center ) ,
director of dormitories, and Gerald
Norton Speaks to Women
Miss Helen Norton will be the
speaker for Women's chapel on Mar.
11. She is from the Prince School of
Retail at Simmons College and will
discuss the opportunities for women
in the general field of retail.
,3gg
'
"
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LERCH PASTRY SHOP
"Where Variety and Quality Rule"
: M A X
FACTOR
STYPE'S
JLlUSJOlLSO-LONG-UNTIL-SCHOOL-IS-OU-
T-
Don't Forget
Exams in Galpin
to Have That Photograph
DAWSON
CHAPEL
Friday, Mar! 6 Convocation, Notices
and student meetings.
Monday, Mar. 9 Doris Fetzer, organ
music. 1 ,
Tuesday, Mar. 10 Separate chapel
Wednesday, Mar. 11 .President
' Charles Wishart. '. !-T- hursday,
Mar, 1 2 Music.
Announce Phillips-Kallenbor- n
Betrothal
Yesterday afternoon, Mar. 4, Helen
Audiss Phillips announced her en-
gagement to Arthur Louis Kaltenborn,
instructor in speechat a party given
in her honor by Joanna Van. Eaton.
.
Miss Phillips of Caracas, Vene-
zuela, is now a senior at Wooster.
Mr. Kaltenborn received ; his B. A.
degree at Wooster in 1937. They were
engaged for about one week before
the announcement. As yet they have
not set the date for the marriage and
no definite plans for the future have
been made.
A scavenger hunt party was held
in the Van Eaton residence in the
Henderson apartments and was at-
tended by about ten of Helen's close
friends.
Class To Hear Lecture
Postponed Due To Illness
Prof. Mary Z. Johnson, head of
the Political Science department, will
speak at an open meeting, Mar. 10,
in lower Babcock, before the Post
War Reconstruction class. Miss John-
son . was. unable, to address the class
last month., becauseof illness;--
"
Her
topic will be "The Future of the
League of Nations and the World
Court."
' Phi Sigma Iota
Phi Sigma Iota will hold its next
meeting on Monday, Mar. 9 at the
Black and Gold. Miss Dorothy Rob-
ins will present a paper on French
Romanticism in Art and Music and
Miss Louise Stewart will present one
on the Short Story. At this meeting
Miss Rogers and Miss Armstrong will
be hostesses. '
Meatless Menus
Stryker (right), senate president.
Student petitions are being cir-
culated on the campus to the effect
that meatless dinners be abolished and
"Supperless " Sundays" be substituted
in their place.
lourtesy Daily Record
Compliments of
Minglewood Coal 8C Ice Co.
Ice Dad's Root Beer Pop
and Other Beverages
CITY TAXI
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DAY and NIGHT
LIBERTY CLBANBRS
PAN CAKE
make-u-p
All Shades
175 0
DRUG
Sf ORE
Made By
Photographer
Phone 145
Psychologists Find Wealth of Material
In Study of Babcock Hunger Drives
Psychologists, with their study of hunger" drives, would have riEh
fields for observation any evening about 6 p.m. in Babcock halL That
buzzer announcing dinner to the entire dorm brings, out the real
person. ; - ;
The head waiter has rung the buzzer and gets the house resident to .
escort her to her place. Qualifications i
for a head waiter must -- include a
knowledge of blocking and aggressive
war maneuvers. He battles his way
through a struggling, chattering mass
of feminine humanity who struggle
for a position right behind the lead
ers that, isjnost of them, Some okhJ
ers are the dash-madly-down-at-the-last-minute-- type
and either slip under
the headwaiter's arm as heshuts the
door or press eager noses against the
closed door as the blessing is sung.
They are easily recognized by untied
shoes, tousled hair, and that wild look
in their eyes.
Many Types Seen
As the senior women fall into their
accustomed stalls various types of per-
sonalities are readily observable. Birds
of a feather usually get together so
types are concentrated.
There is first the gee-this-is-stinky-food-before-they-see-i- t-type.
This atti-
tude usually goes hand in hand with
fast eating and demands' for what
isn't. This table will gobble finickly
with suitable remarks and finish long
before head table. This causes idle
hands and accompanying mischief..
Then there is the ray of sunshine
table. These gals never lack for light
and refined-tab- le ' conversation. .They
eat everything-nobl- y, and refrain
from griping. This is the most obnox- -
Geology Club. Sponsors
Standard Oil Co. Movie
An open meeting of the Geology
club will be held Wednesday, March
11, at 7:30 p.m. in the Geology lec-
ture room in Scovel hall. A represen-
tative of the Standard Oil Company
will show motion pictures of points of
geologic and scenic interest in Ohio.
to Aid Red Cross
r " i
'
"' ' &m
.
You trust its quality
ious type --early in the morning when
the world looks most dark. They dalft
over food, never makedemands on
the waiter, and are the house-resident- 's
pride and joy.'
Pig Variety
Ovtther on e.th pig variety-- .
The-eat-everything-in-sight-t-
ype plus
the-get-seconds-immediately-t-
ype. This
table also eats fast, but the quantity --
slows them down to the point where
they run out of sitting time. Here
they ask for extra milk, the extra des-
sert, and more of everything. If the
kitchen has run short, the wails that
come forth from this typical table are
always expected. The waiter watches
them go through their hourly routine
with a weary and trembling frame.
We can't neglect those who polish
up their manners and troop to head
table. Here gossip and new jokes are
heroically shelved; here one passes
the bread instead of stabbing it; here
one eats slowly and converses intelli-
gently; here too, we might add, the
waiters ,gets some special, fond smiles.
At times the guest table is the target
of envious looks when extra dainties
are brought forth. On those days the
girls wear halos around their heads,
and the dean smiles sweetly at her
cherubs. - r
.
- Gals Let Down- - .
In the dining room the gals let
down their hair and gossip runs ram-
pant. Heads go to the center of the
table and voices are hushed. Even
with precautions waiters must be deaf,
dumb, and blind. Head table finally
finishes and rises, releasing the
dammed up tide of girls who ooze
from the room and spread in all di-
rections.
But we must add a word about the
waiters. Here too, we have contrasting
characters. There is the thumb-in-the-soup-wait- er,
and whisk-away-plates-b- e.
fore-you-are-through-Wai-
ter, the go-out-in-the-kitchen-and-di- e-type,
and the
can't-get-things-figured-out-ty-
pe. Some
of them are friendly, others just en-
dure. ' ' ,
And last but not least, there is our
headwaiter. We don't want to men-tio- n
names, but his nick-nam- e is
"Tousled Tom of the Kreml Ad."
His girls, are the bane of his existence,
and the light of his life.
What's that? The last buzzer, gad,
I'm late again!
-BR-
OKEN-LENSES-DUPLICATED
White Lenses....2.00 to 2.50
Tinted Lenses..:.j(2.50 to 3.00
Frames repaired while you wait
W. T. WATSON
Coca-Co- la U pieatdnfiy-excitin- g
. . . with no
after-tast- e. It brings a
feeling of complete re
freshment TT. all you
want and you want it all.
Optometrist
153 B. Liberty St. Phone 51
rTheTho ta$lest of Ice-co- lde-col- e)
OTTIEO UNDER AUTHORITY OP THE COCA-COL- A COMPANY V
COCO-COL- A BOTTLING COMPANY of WOOSTER, OHIO
1.
